Neuroimaging studies have shown that changes in brain morphology often accompany chronic pain conditions. However, brain biomarkers that are sensitive and specific to chronic pelvic pain (CPP) have not yet been adequately identified. Using data from the Trans-MAPP Research Network, we examined the changes in brain morphology associated with CPP. We used a multivariate pattern classification approach to detect these changes and to identify patterns that could be used to distinguish participants with CPP from age-matched healthy controls. In particular, we used a linear support vector machine (SVM) algorithm to differentiate gray matter images from the 2 groups. Regions of positive SVM weight included several regions within the primary somatosensory cortex, pre-supplementary motor area, hippocampus, and amygdala were identified as important drivers of the classification with 73% overall accuracy. Thus, we have identified a preliminary classifier based on brain structure that is able to predict the presence of CPP with a good degree of predictive power. Our regional findings suggest that in individuals with CPP, greater gray matter density may be found in the identified distributed brain regions, which are consistent with some previous investigations in visceral pain syndromes. Future studies are needed to improve upon our identified preliminary classifier with integration of additional variables and to assess whether the observed differences in brain structure are unique to CPP or generalizable to other chronic pain conditions. Ó
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Introduction
Chronic pelvic pain (CPP) affects approximately 3% to 6% of women in the United States, affects quality of life, reduces work productivity, and adds financial burden to the health care system [9, 30] . Individuals with CPP typically experience a combination of both pain (eg, constant and/or evoked) without specific etiology (eg, no observable pathology) localized in the pelvic region, and urinary symptoms (eg, urgency and increased frequency) by definition lasting for at least 3 months. Similar to other chronic pain conditions, little is known about the mechanisms underlying CPP, and its pathogenesis is still not fully understood [30] .
To counter the great lack of understanding and knowledge pertaining to the etiology and prognosis of CPP, a multisite study, the U.S. NIH MAPP Research Network, was formed (http://www.mappnetwork.org). Because of the lack of effective biomarkers for CPP, the Neuroimaging Working Group of the MAPP Research Network was formed with a goal of developing neuroimaging-based biomarkers for CPP.
Recent neuroimaging studies have shown that changes in brain morphology often accompany chronic pain conditions [3, 4, 7, 15, 31, 49, 56] 
